Asia Pioneer Entertainment Holdings Limited
In G2E Asia 2018
(Macao, 25 June 2018) – Asia Pioneer Entertainment Holdings Limited (“APE” or the
“Company”, with its subsidiaries collectively referred as the” Group”; Stock Code: 8400.HK), a
leading Electronic Gaming Equipment supplier in Macau, participates the largest gaming show
in Macau Global Gaming Expo (G2E) and introduces its suppliers’ new products and the
machines details.

This year, APE’s suppliers have brought new technology and machines to Asian market. Jumbo
revealed one of the newest games－King of Fishing ™, the first multi-player fishing game
series compatible with SAS protocol and casino gaming systems. It offers two different games
for players to select from on Jumbo’s touchscreen King Type Terminal equipped with a joystick
control panel. The game offers engaging bonus features with payouts up to 4,896 times.

Spintec unveiled a brand new Karma GEN2 at the show. Karma GEN2 is distinguished by a
blend of LED technology and sharp design. Additionally, Karma GEN2 has a larger screen to
ensure that it is even more user friendly.
Spintec also showcased Aura multigame amphitheater gaming solution distinguished by a
wide screen, a prestige of wood and leather offering the highest comfort while playing, a place
for drinks and personal belongings, an ergonomic chair offering the best view of the game and
the possibility to move the chair back and forth. Both Spintec solutions, Karma and Aura are
completely customizable, which means that the operator has virtually limitless options to
choose different colors and set-ups.
Spintec ETGs are installed in the most prominent casinos in Asia, including the ones that are
operated by all six casino groups in Macau, along with casino in Malaysia, City of Dreams
Manila in the Philippines, Paradise City Incheon in South Korea, and Crown Casino in Vietnam.

Spintec’s Karma Electronic Roulette has become the number one choice electronic roulette in
Macau, and the company now holds a majority share among all new installations in this market.

Spintec’s Aura Multi-game

Spintec‘s Karma Electronic Roulette

Konami Australia Pty Ltd unveiled its latest gaming cabinet “Concerto”, which has been
recently approved in Macau. This cabinet includes dual 23-inch monitors, a touchscreen
button panel and signature highlights such as the unique side lighting element and sleek black
finish. The premium series released with this cabinet is called “Cai Lai Si Ji” and includes
standalone progressive jackpot settings. This series consists of three game titles – “Wealth of
Dynasty”, “Winning Animals” and “Power of Riches”.

Konami’s Concerto Cabinet

During the show, APE has reached out its important clients and introduced them all the brandnew games. 5 casinos were interested in our Spintec Stand Alone Virtual Game, Konami new
model Concerto Cabinet and Jumbo fish machine with a total number of 228 units. After a
successful partnership with Transact, APE have been following up the sales in Macao and South
East Asia and at the end of June Vice President of Transact Mark Kane will visit APE brand-new
office.
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About Asia Pioneer Entertainment Limited
Asia Pioneer Entertainment Limited (APE) was established in 2006 in Macau. APE is an
approved gaming machine agent licensed by the Gaming Inspection and Coordination Bureau
of Macau (DICJ). Since its founding, APE has been dedicating its business to introducing
innovative gaming products to casino operators in Macau and other Asian countries. APE is
focused on providing a full range of customized and integrated solutions for the Electronic
Gaming Equipment industry. With an established track record of supplying Electronic Gaming
Equipment to casino operators in Macau and Asia, APE is a now a global distributor, presenting
gaming manufacturers from Slovenia, US, Taiwan and Australia. It has well established
business relationships with casino operators in Macau and Philippines.

About Jumbo
Jumbo Group, founded in 2000 and headquartered in Taiwan, is one of the largest gaming
suppliers in the world. Jumbo currently has over 100 business partners that are mainly
located in Taiwan, Macau, the Philippines, Cambodia, and other South East Asia regions.
Jumbo provides a one-stop tailored gaming solution including gaming machines, casino
management systems, as well as technical and service support for clients around the globe.

Jumbo Technology aims to establish a full-service entertainment and gaming business by
offering the latest products, most innovative technology, and excellent service in the global
gaming industry. With Jumbo, everyone is a winner.

About Spintec
Spintec is the world-class developer, designer, producer and supplier of ultimate innovative
Electronic Table Games. Spintec compact and amphitheatre gaming solutions are well known
for their cutting-edge design and technical perfection. A Slovenia-based company offers
different games (Roulette, Sic Bo / Craps, Baccarat), technologies (automated, virtual and live
gaming ), languages and specific parameter of the game. State-of-the-art gaming solutions,
designed by the Spintec team, have a proven track record of prolonging gaming sessions, and
thus generate higher profitability for the operator.

About Konami
Konami Australia Pty Ltd was established in 1996 and has built a reputation as a leading
designer and manufacturer of gaming machines in a global market, providing a constantly
innovative product range. Commencing as a manufacturer of gaming machines in Australia, it

has expanded its market, exporting to New Zealand, Malaysia, Macau, Singapore, Philippines,
South Africa, South Korea and more.

Recently Konami Australia has become a total solutions provider by not only manufacturing
gaming machines but also its technologically advanced casino management system. Konami
currently has offices in Australia, Japan and USA.

